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a b s t r a c t
Behavior of various, even hypothetical, materials can be predicted via ab-initio electronic
structure calculations providing all the necessary information: the total energy of the system and its derivatives. In case of non-periodic structures, the existing well-established
methods for electronic structure calculations either use special bases, predetermining and
limiting the shapes of wave functions, or require artiﬁcial computationally expensive arrangements, like large supercells. We developed a new method for non-periodic electronic
structures based on the density functional theory, environment-reﬂecting pseudopotentials
and the isogeometric analysis with Bézier extraction, ensuring continuity for all quantities
up to the second derivative. The approach is especially suitable for calculating the total energy derivatives and for molecular-dynamics simulations. Its main assets are the universal
basis with the excellent convergence control and the capability to calculate precisely the
non-periodic structures even lacking in charge neutrality. Within the present paper, convergence study for isogeometric analysis vs. standard ﬁnite-element approach is carried
out and illustrated on sub-problems that appear in our electronic structure calculations
method: the Poisson problem, the generalized eigenvalue problem and the density functional theory Kohn–Sham equations applied to a benchmark problem.
© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The electronic structure calculations represent a rigorous tool for predicting and understanding important properties of
materials, such as elasticity, hardness, electric and magnetic properties, etc., see [34]. Those properties are tightly bound to
the concept of the total internal energy of a system of atoms and its sensitivity with respect to various parameters, e.g., the
atomic positions in order to reach a stable arrangement.
Computing the total internal energy of a system of atoms is a crucial task in electronic structure calculations. During
the past decades, a whole range of ab-initio electronic structure calculation methods appeared in the ﬁelds of solid-state
physics and material science, where, for example, behavior of dislocations, vacancies or other defects as well as interatomic
potentials were studied. Electronic structure calculation methods can be employed to design new materials and structures
such as thin-layered materials, nano-tubes or nano-wires. The existing well-established methods can be divided into two
∗
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distinctive groups: k-space methods based on the Bloch theorem [7,29] such as the plane-wave approach [1,28], and the
real space methods with a special basis, such as the Gaussian basis [22]. This paper describes convergence aspects of our
contribution to ﬁll the gap among the existing methods via introducing a general, universal and in principle inﬁnite basis
within the framework of real-space methods, i.e. via creating a method that could be—within the real-space approach—a
counterpart of what the plane-wave method is within the k-space approach.
In this paper, we study the convergence properties of the electronic structure calculation method presented in [13] based
on
•
•
•
•

the density functional theory (DFT), [21,34,38,41];
the environment-reﬂecting pseudopotentials [50];
a weak solution of the Kohn–Sham equations [30];
isogeometric spatial discretization with the Bézier extraction [8].

The results are compared with the ﬁnite element discretization. The description of the essential characteristics of the
real space code for electronic structure calculations can be found in [51]. Our electronic structure calculation method has
been implemented in the open source ﬁnite element package SfePy [12] (Simple Finite Elements in Python, http://sfepy.org),
which is a general package for solving (systems of) partial differential equations (PDEs) by the ﬁnite element method (FEM),
cf. [45]. It has an interface to many external solvers and preconditioners, for example the UMFPACK sparse direct solver [18],
PETSc iterative solvers and preconditioners [2], or pysparse eigenvalue solvers [24]. SfePy also supports distributed memory
parallel computing with MPI using PETSc parallel vectors, matrices, and solvers as interfaced by the petsc4py package [17].
In recent past, SfePy has been extended with the isogeometric analysis (IGA) [14,15,27]—a spline-based modiﬁcation of
FEM. The key motivation for this extension, besides interesting convergence properties [32] in eigenvalue problems, was
the possibility of a continuous ﬁeld approximation with a high global continuity on a simple domain—a single NURBS
(Non-uniform Rational B-spline) patch. This feature is crucial for an eﬃcient evaluation of the sensitivity of the total
energy with respect to atomic positions, also called the Hellman–Feynman forces (HFF), see [13], where continuous second
derivatives of the discretized charge density and wave functions in the whole solution domain are prerequisites for practical
HFF evaluation.
Recently, using FEM and its variants in electronic structure calculation context is pursued, see [20,35–37,40,46,49], including reduced order modeling, cf. [43], or adaptive partition of unity ﬁnite elements [19,39]. Other approaches to electronic
structure calculations include the mesh-free approximation method [47], the coarse-graining method [48], or the quasicontinuum method [23].
In principle, IGA is a modiﬁcation of FEM which employs shape functions with a higher order of continuity, such as
B-splines, NURBS [42], T-splines [4], etc. It was successfully employed for numerical solutions of various physical and mathematical problems, such as ﬂuid dynamics [3], diffusion and other problems of continuum mechanics [14,16,31,32]. The ﬁrst
application of IGA in electronic structure calculations has been published in [35].
It has been shown that the IGA produces optimal convergence rates and dispersion properties [26]. The IGA improves the
dispersion errors and frequency spectrum in comparison with higher-order Lagrangian ﬁnite elements with C0 continuity
[26]. The convergence rate of IGA in linear free-vibration problems has been studied in [32]. The theoretical works relating
to the convergence behavior of the IGA have been published in [5,6,10], where effects of spline order and continuity degree
have been also studied. These works also analyze how the accuracy of the IGA is inﬂuenced by the non-constant Jacobians of
the mapping from the physical space to the parameter space. The convergence study of the IGA in two-dimensional Poisson
problems for C p−1 and C0 continuities has been published in [16], where p is a spline order. Convergence of the IGA with
local reﬁnement by subdivision was studied in [9].
We compare numerical convergence properties of FEM and IGA based on Bézier extraction using problems originating
from various stages of the electronic structure calculation algorithm presented in [13], in order to assess the applicability
of IGA for our purposes. The main contribution of the paper lies in assessing IGA convergence in the context of the new
algorithm introduced in [13,51]—the algorithm results in a generalized eigenvalue problem where a rank-m update term—
arising from the separable form of pseudopotentials—is added to the sparse (Hamiltonian) matrix.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we provide a light-weight introduction to the topic of electronic structure
calculations, in Section 3 the used discretization methods (FEM and IGA) are presented. Finally, in Section 4 the numerical
convergence results are presented: ﬁrst for several Poisson problems because the Poisson problem solution is an important
part of the algorithm used for calculation of the electrostatic potential (see below); then several eigenvalue problems corresponding to simple quantum mechanical systems with a similar matrix structure to that of the complete problem; and
ﬁnally, for the overall algorithm.
2. Electronic structure calculations
Let us brieﬂy introduce the topic of electronic structure calculations adopted from [13]. The systems of atoms and
molecules are described in the most general form by the many-particle Schrödinger equation, cf. [34],

H (e1 , e2 , . . . , en ) = ε (e1 , e2 , . . . , en ) ,

(1)

where H is the Hamiltonian (energy operator) of the system, ei the particles (e.g. electrons) and ε the energy of the state
 . Eq. (1) is, however, too complicated to solve, even for three electrons. Among the techniques reducing this complexity,
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Fig. 1. DFT, iterative self-consistent scheme.

we use the DFT approach [21]. The DFT allows decomposing the many-particle Schrödinger equation into the one-electron
Kohn–Sham equations [30]. Using atomic units they can be written in the common form

 1
−

2


∇ 2 + VH (r ) + Vxc (r ) + Vˆ (r ) ψi = εi ψi ,

(2)

and provide the orthonormal orbitals ψ i that reproduce, with the weights of occupations ni , the charge density ρ of the
original interacting system, as

ρ (r ) =

N


ni |ψi ( r )|2 .

(3)

i

Vˆ is a (generally) non-local Hermitian operator representing the effective ionic potential for electrons. In the present case,
within the pseudopotential approach, Vˆ represents core electrons, separated from valence electrons, together with the nuclear charge. The separable form of pseudopotentials leads to a rank-m update term in the discretized form of Vˆ below and
describes the external effect of the nucleus screened by the core (non-valence) electrons, as if that all were a single “blackbox-type” object, by means of the series of projection operators. The projectors forming the radial basis of the series are
derived from corresponding radial wavefunctions (the series of mutually orthogonal wavefunctions with the same orbital
angular momentum and varying number of nodes). Vxc is the exchange-correlation potential describing the non-Coulomb
electron-electron interactions. The exact potential is not known, so we use the local-density approximation (LDA) of this
potential [34], where the potential is a function of charge density at a given point. VH is the electrostatic potential obtained
as a solution to the Poisson equation. The Poisson equation for VH has the charge density ρ at its right-hand side and is as
follows:

VH = 4π ρ .

(4)

Denoting the total potential V := VH + Vxc + Vˆ , we can write, using Hartree atomic units,

 1
−

2


∇ 2 + V ( r ) ψi = εi ψi .

(5)

Note that the above mentioned eigenvalue problem is highly non-linear, as the potential V depends on the orbitals ψ i .
Therefore an iterative scheme is needed, deﬁning the DFT loop for attaining a self-consistent solution.
2.1. DFT loop
For the global convergence of the DFT iteration we use the standard algorithm outlined in Fig. 1. The purpose of the
DFT loop is to ﬁnd a self-consistent solution—a ﬁxed point of a function of the charge density ρ . For this task, a variety of
nonlinear solvers can be used. We use Broyden-type quasi-Newton solvers applied to

DF T (ρ i ) − ρ i = ρ i+1 − ρ i = 0,

(6)

where DFT denotes a single iteration of the DFT loop.
After the DFT loop convergence is achieved, the derived quantities, particularly the total energy, are computed. By minimizing the total energy as a function of atomic positions, the equilibrium atomic positions can be found. Therefore the DFT
loop itself can be embedded into an outer optimization loop, where the objective function gradients are the HFF.
Please cite this article as: R. Cimrman et al., Convergence study of isogeometric analysis based on Bézier extraction in
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3. Discretization methods
Before presenting key points of FEM and IGA, our problem needs to be reinstated in a weak form, usual in the ﬁnite
element setting.
3.1. Weak formulation
Let us denote H1 () the usual Sobolev space of functions with L2 integrable derivatives and H01 () = {u ∈ H 1 ()|u =
0 on ∂ }.
The eigenvalue problem (5) can be rewritten using the weak formulation: ﬁnd functions ψ i ∈ H1 () such that for all
v ∈ H01 () holds





1
∇ ψi · ∇ v dV + vV ψi dV = εi vψi dV.
 2



(7)

The Poisson Eq. (4) has the following weak form:





∇v · ∇VH = 4π





ρv.

(8)

Because of the ﬁnite domain, Dirichlet boundary condition need to be speciﬁed. We use zero boundary conditions for the
eigenvalue problem (7) and the following boundary conditions for the Poisson Eq. (8):

VH (r ) =





ρ
dr , r ∈ ∂ .
|r − r  |

(9)

Eqs. (7), (8) then need to be discretized—the inﬁnite-dimensional functions are approximated by functions with a ﬁnite
set of degrees of freedom (DOFs) and a basis, typically piece-wise polynomial:

u ( r ) ≈ uh ( r ) =

N


uk φk (r ) for r ∈ ,

(10)

k=1

where u is a continuous ﬁeld (ψ , v, VH in our equations), uk , k = 1, 2, . . . , N are the discrete DOFs and φ k are the basis
functions. From the computational point of view it is desirable that the basis functions have a local support, so that the
resulting system matrix is sparse.
Substituting (10) into (7) leads to the matrix form of the Kohn–Sham eigenvalue problem:

(K + V (ψi ) )ψi = εi M ψi ,
where

(11)



1
∇ φi ∇ φ j ,
h 2

V (ψi ) = {Vi j } ≡
φi V ( ψ i ) φ j ,
K = {Ki j } ≡

M = {Mi j } ≡

h


h

φi φ j .

Similarly, the matrix form of the Poisson problem (8) is:

Ku = f ,

(12)


k=1 uk φk (r ) and f = { f i } ≡ 2π h ρφi .
In our method [13,51] the above matrices have the following properties after the discretization, independent whether
IGA or FEM is used:
where VH (r ) ≈

N

• K, M are sparse matrices;
• V(ψ i ) has a sparse part and a dense part with rank-m update structure U CdiagU T , where U is a dense rectangular matrix
with tens of columns per atom and Cdiag is a diagonal matrix. The rank-m update part arises from the separable form of
pseudopotentials.
3.2. Finite element method
In the FEM the discretization process involves the discretization of the domain —it is replaced by a polygonal domain
h that is covered by small non-overlapping subdomains called elements (e.g. triangles or quadrilaterals in 2D, tetrahedrons
or hexahedrons in 3D), cf. [25,45]. The elements form a ﬁnite element mesh.
The basis functions are deﬁned as piece-wise polynomials over the individual elements, have a small support and are typically globally C0 continuous. The discretized equations are evaluated over the elements to obtain local matrices or vectors
that are then assembled into a global sparse system. The evaluation usually involves a numerical integration on a reference
element, and a mapping to individual physical elements [25,45].
Please cite this article as: R. Cimrman et al., Convergence study of isogeometric analysis based on Bézier extraction in
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3.3. Isogeometric analysis
The basis functions in IGA are formed directly from the CAD geometrical description in terms of NURBS patches, without
the intermediate FE mesh—the meshing step is removed, which is one of its principal advantages. A NURBS patch is a single
NURBS object—a linear combination of control points P = {PA }N
(or unknown ﬁeld coeﬃcients) and NURBS basis functions
A=1
RA, p ( ξ ), where p is the NURBS solid degree and ξ = {ξ1 , . . . , ξd } are the parametric coordinates. Thus, a d-dimensional
geometric domain is deﬁned by

r (ξ ) =

n


PA RA,p (ξ ) = P T R(ξ ).

(13)

A=1

If d > 1, the NURBS solid can be deﬁned as a tensor product of univariate NURBS curves. The basic properties of the B-spline
basis functions can be found in [42].
The same NURBS basis is used also for the approximation of a continuous ﬁeld u (ψ , v, VH in our equations):

u (ξ ) =

n


uA RA,p (ξ ),

(14)

A=1

where uA are the unknown DOFs—coeﬃcients of the basis in the linear combination.
Our implementation [11] uses a variant of IGA based on Bézier extraction operators [8] that is suitable for inclusion into
existing FE codes. The code itself does not see the NURBS description at all. It is based on the observation that repeating a
knot in the knot vector decreases continuity of the basis in that knot by one. This can be done in such a way that the overall
shape remains the same, but the “elements” appear naturally as given by non-zero knot spans. The ﬁnal basis restricted to
each of the elements is formed by the Bernstein polynomials B. The assembling of matrices and vectors resulting from
(11) then proceeds in the usual FE sense (cf. [8]):
1. Setup points ξ q for the numerical quadrature on a reference element.
2. Loop over elements of the Bézier “mesh” (given by knot spans).
3. On each element e:
(a) Evaluate the Bernstein basis B(ξ q )|e ,
(b) Reconstruct the original NURBS basis: R(ξq )|e = C |e B(ξq )|e , using the Bézier extraction operator C, that is local to
element e.
(c) Evaluate element contributions to the global matrix.
(d) Assemble using the original DOF connectivity.
The Bézier extraction matrices C are pre-computed for a NURBS patch domain using an eﬃcient algorithm that employs the
tensor-product nature of the patch [8], and then reused in all subsequent computations on that domain.
4. Results
The electronic structure calculations described in Section 2 involve solving the following two sub-problems:
• the Poisson Eq. (8) for the potential VH ,
• and the generalized eigenvalue problem (7).
Below we compare the convergence of FEM and IGA when applied to the two sub-problems, as well as to the entire
algorithm of the DFT loop (6). All computations were performed on a tensor-product (cube) domain, with varying numbers
Ne of vertices/knots along the domain edge. The Lagrange polynomial basis was used in FEM, while the B-spline basis was
applied in IGA—the NURBS basis was not needed because of the simple domain used.
We are interested in the convergence with respect to the following three parameters:
• The number of assembling cells (elements for FEM, knot spans/Bézier elements for IGA) Nc provides insight into the
work necessary to integrate over the domain.
• The number of non-zero entries in the matrices Nnz that corresponds to the cost of matrix-vector products, and hence
the cost of a single linear/eigenvalue problem solver iteration.
• The total number of degrees of freedom Ndof , i.e. the size of the matrices, which is related to the diﬃculty, in terms
of both time and memory requirements, of solving the Poisson Eq. (8) or the eigenvalue problem (7). Also this is the
standard parameter for convergence studies.
Thus a higher Nc indicates a higher cost of assembling the matrices, while higher Nnz and Ndof mean a more diﬃcult
problem solution. Note that in this study we vary the above parameters by generating uniform meshes, see below. This is
not optimal in terms of a desired accuracy, but serves well when comparing FEM and IGA.
Please cite this article as: R. Cimrman et al., Convergence study of isogeometric analysis based on Bézier extraction in
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Fig. 2. Convergence results for u(x, y, z ) ≡ x3 − 0.125 y3 − 0.125 z3 − 0.125 with respect to the number of assembling cells Nc (top-left), the number of
non-zero entries in the matrices Nnz (top-right) and the total number of degrees of freedom Ndof (bottom-left). The legend for the FEM shows the polynomial order and the slope of the corresponding curve. For the IGA it shows the degree, the global continuity, and the slope, respectively. The isosurfaces of
the function u are shown in bottom-right.

4.1. Poisson’s equation with manufactured solutions
In the method of manufactured solutions, cf. [33], a solution u(r) is conceived and the left-hand side operator (the Laplace
operator here) is applied to obtain the corresponding right-hand side g(r) ≡ u(r). The function g(r) is then used as the
right-hand side in the numerical solution, while u(r) for r ∈
is applied as the Dirichlet boundary condition on the whole
domain surface .
Several analytic formulas were considered in 3D. The domain was a unit cube  ≡ [−0.5, 0.5]3 , discretized using Ne = 5,
10, 15, 20 and 25 vertices/knots along the domain edge.
In the FEM setting, the tensor-product Lagrange basis with 1D polynomial orders 1, 2 and 3 and the uniform discretization were used. In the IGA context, the B-spline basis with 1D degrees 1, 2 and 3 and the approximation with uniformly
distributed knots were used. We also varied the global continuity of the B-spline basis up to C2 , depending on the B-spline
degree. Note that the B-spline basis with C0 continuity is equivalent to the FEM basis.
The convergence of FEM and IGA for the Poisson problem for the two solutions considered (see below) is compared in
Figs. 2, 3. The ﬁgures contain the convergence curves with respect to Nc (top left), Nnz (top right) and Ndof (bottom left).
The relative error ||u − uh ||2 /||u||2 is measured. The isosurfaces of the analytic solution u are depicted in bottom-right. The
ﬁgure legends use the following naming scheme:
• FEM Lagrange basis: “fem.lag.< degree> < slope> ”,
• IGA basis: “iga.< degree> . < continuity> < slope> ”,
where the “slope“ is the slope of the line ﬁtted by the least squares method to the corresponding convergence curve.
The conjugate gradient iterative solver from PETSc [2], preconditioned by the incomplete Cholesky decomposition was
used for solving the linear system. The absolute precision for preconditioned residuals was set to 10−18 , so that “exact”
solutions were obtained.
TM
The computations were done on a 4-CPU (8-core) Intel®Core i7-4770K CPU, 3.50 GHz, no parallelization was used. The
matrix assembling times, linear system solving times and total elapsed times (wall time) in seconds for the largest grid size
are shown in Table 1. Increasing the continuity in IGA lead to a decrease in the solving time, while the assembling time
Please cite this article as: R. Cimrman et al., Convergence study of isogeometric analysis based on Bézier extraction in
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Fig. 3. Convergence results for u(x, y, z) ≡ sin (5π x)sin (5π z)cos (5π y) with respect to the number of assembling cells Nc (top-left), the number of non-zero
entries in the matrices Nnz (top-right) and the total number of degrees of freedom Ndof (bottom-left). The legend for the FEM shows the polynomial order
and the slope of the corresponding curve. For the IGA it shows the degree, the global continuity, and the slope, respectively. The isosurfaces of the function
u are shown in bottom-right.
Table 1
Poisson problems: elapsed times for the
 largest FEM
 and IGA mesh sizes. The “polynomial”
manufactured solution was u(x, y, z ) ≡ x3 − 0.125 y3 − 0.125 z3 − 0.125 and the “sine” solution was u(x, y, z) ≡ sin (5π x)sin (5π z)cos (5π y). The total time denotes the wall time. All
problems had the same number of assembling cells: Nc = 13, 824.
Solution

Basis

Continuity

Ndof

Assembling (s)

Solving (s)

Total (s)

Polynomial
Polynomial
Polynomial
Polynomial
Sine
Sine
Sine
Sine

fem
iga
iga
iga
fem
iga
iga
iga

0
0
1
2
0
0
1
2

389,017
389,017
125,0 0 0
19,683
389,017
389,017
125,0 0 0
19,683

15.4
15.0
15.3
16.7
15.3
14.6
15.0
16.0

17.1
7.5
3.0
0.4
15.7
7.0
2.9
0.4

37.0
35.1
29.2
29.1
35.6
31.9
28.0
28.2

remained the same. This is consistent with the fact that all the corresponding grids had the same number of assembling
cells.
4.1.1. Polynomial tensor product solution
The ﬁrst solution u(x, y, z ) ≡ (x3 − 0.125 )(y3 − 0.125 )(z3 − 0.125 ) (Fig. 2) is a tensor product of order three polynomials.
The results reﬂect that as a numerical “zero” error is obtained independently of the resolution for the order/degree three
bases. The higher continuity of IGA seems to mitigate a slight loss of precision due to round-off errors for higher resolutions.
4.1.2. Sine tensor product solution
The second solution u(x, y, z) ≡ sin (5π x)sin (5π z)cos (5π y) (Fig. 3) was chosen so that it cannot be represented exactly
in any basis. In terms of Ndof , increasing the global continuity of the IGA basis improves the convergence in comparison with
Please cite this article as: R. Cimrman et al., Convergence study of isogeometric analysis based on Bézier extraction in
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Table 2
Simple eigenvalue problems: discretization parameters—numbers of
vertices/knots along the domain edge and the domain edge length.
System

Ne

Edge length a

3D well
3D oscillator
2D hyperbolic

5, 10, 20, 35
5, 10, 20, 35
20, 50, 100, 250

1
10
30

Fig. 4. Convergence results for the 3D well eigenvalue problem with respect to the number of assembling cells Nc (top-left), the number of non-zero entries
in the matrices Nnz (top-right) and the total number of degrees of freedom Ndof (bottom-left). The legend for the FEM shows the polynomial order and the
slope of the corresponding curve. For the IGA it shows the degree, the global continuity, and the slope, respectively. The eigen-functions corresponding to
the two smallest eigenvalues are shown in bottom-right.

FEM. The same holds for Nnz after a certain minimal system resolution. On the other hand, the standard C0 basis performs
better when considering the convergence with respect to Nc .
4.2. Simple eigenvalue problems
Several simple quantum mechanical systems were considered for our convergence study, namely an inﬁnite potential
well in 3D, a linear harmonic oscillator in 3D, and a hyperbolic 2D potential. The domain was a unit cube (or square):
 ≡ [−a/2, a/2]d , d = 2, 3. The discretization parameters are summarized in Table 2. We 
were interested in the convergence
of the two smallest eigenvalues to the analytic values ε̄i . The error was measured using i=1,2 (|εi − ε̄i | )/2.
The convergence of FEM and IGA for the simple eigenvalue problems is compared in Figs. 4–6. All the ﬁgures contain the
convergence curves with respect to Nc (top left), Nnz (top right) and Ndof (bottom left). The eigen-functions (isosurfaces in
3D) corresponding to ε 1 , ε 2 are depicted in bottom-right. The ﬁgure legends use the same naming scheme as in Section 4.1.
All eigenvalue problems in this section were solved using the JDSYM solver from Pysparse [24].
The computations were done on a 4-CPU (8-core) Intel® CoreTM i7-4770K CPU, 3.50 GHz, no parallelization was used. The
matrix assembling times, eigenvalue problem solving times and total elapsed times (wall time) in seconds for the largest
grid size are shown in Table 3. As in Section 4.1, increasing the continuity in IGA lead to a decrease in the solving time,
while the assembling time remained the same for the grids with the same number of assembling cells.
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Fig. 5. Convergence results for the 3D oscillator eigenvalue problem with respect to the number of assembling cells Nc (top-left), the number of nonzero entries in the matrices Nnz (top-right) and the total number of degrees of freedom Ndof (bottom-left). The legend for the FEM shows the polynomial
order and the slope of the corresponding curve. For the IGA it shows the degree, the global continuity, and the slope, respectively. The eigen-functions
corresponding to the two smallest eigenvalues are shown in bottom-right.
Table 3
Simple eigenvalue problems: elapsed times for the largest FEM and IGA mesh sizes. The total time
denotes the wall time. The number of assembling cells for 3D problems was Nc = 39, 304 and for
2D problems it was Nc = 62, 001.
System

Basis

Continuity

Ndof

Assembling (s)

Solving (s)

Total (s)

3D
3D
3D
3D
3D
3D
3D
3D
2D
2D
2D
2D

fem
iga
iga
iga
fem
iga
iga
iga
fem
iga
iga
iga

0
0
1
2
0
0
1
2
0
0
1
2

1,092,727
1,092,727
343,0 0 0
50,653
1,092,727
1,092,727
343,0 0 0
50,653
559,504
559,504
250,0 0 0
63,504

127.0
135.2
138.5
145.8
125.9
131.7
137.0
146.2
3.2
3.7
3.8
4.0

327.5
196.9
97.3
20.8
158.8
185.0
90.9
21.4
135.4
59.0
22.1
3.9

463.3
348.0
253.0
189.1
293.2
332.7
245.3
190.6
139.1
63.7
26.8
9.0

well
well
well
well
oscillator
oscillator
oscillator
oscillator
hyperbolic
hyperbolic
hyperbolic
hyperbolic

4.2.1. Inﬁnite potential well
The 3D potential well can be described by (7) with a trivial choice of the potential: V(r) ≡ 0. The exact eigenvalues are
given by

ε̄i =

π2
2a2

ci , ci = 3 , 6

In our case, ε̄i were equal to 14.804406601634037, 29.608813203268074.
The convergence curves are shown in Fig. 4. Here, IGA with the increasing continuity performs progressively better than
FEM with the same polynomial order when the convergence with respect to Nnz and Ndof is considered. On the other hand,
its error is slightly higher than the FEM or C0 IGA error for the Nc curve.
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Fig. 6. Convergence results for the 2D hyperbolic eigenvalue problem with respect to the number of assembling cells Nc (top-left), the number of nonzero entries in the matrices Nnz (top-right) and the total number of degrees of freedom Ndof (bottom-left). The legend for the FEM shows the polynomial
order and the slope of the corresponding curve. For the IGA it shows the degree, the global continuity, and the slope, respectively. The eigen-functions
corresponding to the two smallest eigenvalues are shown in bottom-right.

4.2.2. Linear harmonic oscillator
The linear harmonic oscillator can be described by (7) with the following choice of the potential: V (r ) ≡
eigenvalues ε̄i are equal to 1.5, 2.5 in 3D.
The convergence curves are shown in Fig. 5 and qualitatively correspond to the 3D potential well results.

1 2
2r .

The exact

4.2.3. Hyperbolic 2D potential
The hyperbolic 2D potential serves as a non-physical 2D analogy of Coulombic potential for hydrogen atom. It can be
described by (7) with the following choice of the potential: V (r ) ≡ − 21r . The exact eigenvalues ε̄i are equal to −0.5, −0.05̄,
according to

ε̄i = −

1
, where i = 1, 2.
8 ( i − 0.5 )2

Unlike the previous examples, the potential V(r) has a singularity at r = 0. To avoid numerical problems, the singularity
was removed by replacing the values of radii smaller than a cut-off value 10−6 by this cut-off value. Due to that, the
numerical solutions converged to slightly different values than those given above. Nevertheless, as can be seen in Fig. 6,
the convergence of IGA solution with high global continuity seems to be better than that of FEM in terms of Nc and Ndof ,
and worse in case of Nnz .
Note that the singularity problem is not present in full DFT scheme below, thanks to the use of carefully chosen pseudopotentials.
4.3. DFT loop
The computations were performed on a cube domain having the edge size of 14 atomic units, with varying numbers Ne
of vertices/knots along its edge. A nitrogen atom was used for the benchmark due to availability of reference solution values
for this simple system. The radial solution calculated under the same conditions (particularly the same pseudopotential and
the same XC-term) was used as a reference solution. In our computations there are four occupied states with two distinct
energy levels (single + triple eigenvalues, ε 1 , ε 2 respectively)—the core energy level (1s) is hidden in the pseudopotential and
Please cite this article as: R. Cimrman et al., Convergence study of isogeometric analysis based on Bézier extraction in
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Fig. 7. Convergence with respect to the number of assembling cells Nc (top-left), the number of non-zero entries in the matrices Nnz (top-right) and the
total number of degrees of freedom Ndof (bottom) of the ﬁrst eigenvalue ε 1 : difference with respect to a reference value. The IGA labels indicate the global
basis continuity. The tri-cubic FEM basis and degree three IGA (B-spline) basis were used.

thus not explicitly included in this DFT loop calculation. The tri-cubic FEM (Lagrange) basis and degree three IGA (B-spline)
basis were used. The continuities C0 , C1 and C2 were used for the IGA basis.
In Figs. 7and 8 we can see the convergence of the complete DFT loop, involving repeated iterative solution of the Poisson problem (12) and the Kohn–Sham problem (11), to reference values: |εi − εiref |, i = 1, 2 is measured. Fig. 9 depicts the

convergence of the charge density ρ to a reference value:  (ρ − ρ ref )2 is shown.
The following observations can be made from both ﬁgures. As expected, the IGA with C0 continuity is exactly equivalent
to the FEM. The higher degree of continuity in IGA leads to an improved convergence with respect to Nnz and Ndof , and a
worse convergence with respect to Nc .
The computations were executed on a 12 core computer (AMD OpteronTM Processor 4184, 800 MHz, 128 GB RAM), with
a BLAS level parallelization employed. The times, per DFT loop iteration, required for the matrix assembling, the evaluation
of the Poisson problem boundary conditions (9) in all boundary quadrature points, the Poisson problem (12) solution, the
Kohn–Sham eigenvalue problem (11) solution (min. and max. of all DFT loop iterations) and the average total time per DFT
loop iteration for selected grid sizes are shown in Table 4, as well as the rank-m update part evaluation of V(ψ i ) that needs
to be computed only once for each particular arrangement of atoms (iteration 1 of the DFT loop). The eigenvalue problem
solution time was decreasing progressively as the self-consistent iteration converged (e.g. from 26 to 10 min for the FEM
basis problem). About 10 DFT loop iterations were required to achieve the self-consistent solution. The largest computation
used about 40 GB of RAM (the last row in Table 4).
The ratio of the eigenvalue problem solution time vs. the assembling time increased with the problem size, making the
eigenvalue solver one of the bottlenecks of the computation for large problems, especially for bases with C0 global continuity. For large C2 globally continuous IGA basis, the assembling and rank-m update evaluation costs were signiﬁcant, although
the latter needed to be evaluated only in the ﬁrst DFT loop iteration. We do not consider the very costly evaluation of the
boundary conditions for the Poisson problem to be as problematic: this could be mitigated by using a better quadrature
scheme, and a trivial parallelization (not done in the above computations). Via the code optimization, code parallelization,
and mesh optimization, the performance can be signiﬁcantly improved, which however was not our aim while making the
test calculations for the purpose of this paper. We pursue the performance improvements in subsequent work.
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Fig. 8. Convergence with respect to the number of assembling cells Nc (top-left), the number of non-zero entries in the matrices Nnz (top-right) and the
total number of degrees of freedom Ndof (bottom) of the second (triple) eigenvalue ε 2 : difference with respect to a reference value. The IGA labels indicate
the global basis continuity. The tri-cubic FEM basis and degree three IGA (B-spline) basis were used.

Table 4
Typical times per DFT loop iteration for the largest FEM and IGA grid sizes. Elapsed times required for matrix assembling (Assem.), evaluation of Poisson problem boundary conditions in all boundary quadrature points (Poisson
BC), the Poisson problem solution (Poisson solve), the Kohn–Sham eigenvalue problem solution: min. and max. of
all DFT loop iterations (Kohn–Sham) and the total average time per DFT loop iteration (Total). The rank-m update
part evaluation time of V(ψ i ) (rank-m eval.) is speciﬁc to iteration 1 only. The times are in minutes.
Basis

fem
iga
iga
iga
iga

Cont.

0
0
1
2
2

Ndof

636,056
636,056
195,112
27,0 0 0
140,608

Ne (Nc )

30
30
30
30
52

(24389)
(24389)
(24389)
(24389)
(132651)

Rank-m
eval.
(min)

Assem.
(min)

Poisson
BC
(min)

Poisson
solve
(min)

Kohn–Sham
(min–max)
(min)

Total
(avg.)
(min)

0.5
4.8
4.8
4.9
27

2.3
2.5
2.6
3
17

3
5
5
8
84

2.7
3.3
1.7
1.4
8

10–26
10–27
5–13
0.6–1.2
8–22

21
24
26
14
120

4.4. Results summary
We were interested in the convergence with respect to the following three parameters: the number of assembling cells
Nc (≈ cost of quadrature and assembling; the assembling cells are elements for FEM, knot spans/Bézier elements for IGA),
the number of non-zero entries in the matrices Nnz (≈ cost of matrix-vector products) and the total number of degrees of
freedom Ndof . The convergence of the Poisson equation solution to a manufactured analytic solution, the convergence of the
two smallest eigenvalues of simple quantum mechanical systems and ﬁnally the convergence of the complete DFT loop were
assessed.
As reported in Section 4.1, in all the tests, IGA with C2 global continuity is the most eﬃcient in terms of the convergence
with respect to Ndof , i.e., the sizes of the vectors and matrices involved, which relate to the diﬃculty of solving the Poisson
Eq. (8) or the eigenvalue problem (7).
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Fig. 9. Convergence with respect to the number of assembling cells Nc (top-left), the number of non-zero entries in the matrices Nnz (top-right) and the
total number of degrees of freedom Ndof (bottom) of the charge density ρ : difference with respect to a reference value. The IGA labels indicate the global
basis continuity. The tri-cubic FEM basis and degree three IGA (B-spline) basis were used.

In the Poisson equation test problems, IGA with the increasing continuity performs progressively better than FEM with
the same polynomial order when the convergence with respect to Nnz and Ndof is considered. On the other hand, the standard C0 basis performs better when considering the convergence with respect to Nc . Our numerical results were consistent
with the theoretical convergence results in [5].
Similar results were obtained for the eigenvalue problems in Section 4.2 originating from simple quantum mechanical
systems. Again, IGA with the increasing continuity performs progressively better than FEM with the same polynomial order
considering the convergence with respect to Nnz and Ndof , and the standard C0 basis performs better when considering the
convergence with respect to Nc .
Considering the convergence of the eigenvalues ε 1 , ε 2 and the charge density ρ for the nitrogen atom benchmark computed by the complete DFT loop in Section 4.3, increasing the IGA basis continuity improves again the convergence with
respect to Nnz and Ndof . In the case of the convergence with respect to Nc , however, increasing the basis continuity (and
thus decreasing Ndof for the same number of elements) leads to a signiﬁcantly worse convergence. This corresponds to a
much higher numerical quadrature cost of the C2 IGA basis when compared to a C0 basis of the same accuracy, and negates
the positive effect of the smaller number of DOFs on the eigenvalue problem solution time.
5. Conclusion
We compared numerical convergence properties of FEM and IGA based on the Bézier extraction using problems originating from various stages of our electronic structure calculation algorithm [13,51], based on the density functional theory,
the environment-reﬂecting pseudopotentials and a weak solution of the Kohn–Sham equations. Our computer implementation built upon the open source package SfePy supports computations both with the FE basis and the NURBS or B-splines
basis of IGA. The latter allows a high global continuity in approximation of unknown ﬁelds, so convergence properties of
B-spline bases with global continuities up to C2 were examined, because having a globally C2 continuous approximation is
crucial for the eﬃcient calculation of derivatives of the total energy with respect to atomic positions etc., as given by the
Hellmann–Feynman theorem [13].
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Overall, the results summarized in Section 4.4 support our choice of IGA as a viable alternative to FEM in electronic
structure calculations. To alleviate the numerical quadrature cost, reduced quadrature rules have been proposed for the
context of the Bézier extraction [44], which we plan to assess in future.
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